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358 THE GEOLOGY OF EAST INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO.

Eocene. On the south coast of Bantam—in the basins of the rivers
Sihi, Madur, and Savarma, for example—the rock is a quartz sandstone ;
in other places, as, for instance, on Mount Nungang, near the village Guha,
an Orbitoid limestone. Also in Djokyakarta, Tertiary rocks, in which occur
various fossils, led geologists to credit Java with an Oligocene formation.
From the same locality, however, a number of fossils have been examined
that show a great agreement with various well-known fossils from Western
Java, and are consequently recognised as Miocene. The soil of the
western part of Java is composed, for the most part, of Miocene deposits,
from which a very great number of well-preserved fossils have been
described. This formation reaches in some places an enormous thickness,
which in the Residency of Cheribon, for example, is estimated at least at
3000 metres. Pliocene strata, though they cover a less area, are also
developed in Java; they consist mainly of limestone, which is covered by
Miocene deposits. Though the Tertiary deposits of Java and Sumatra
have not, as yet, been co-ordinated, there is little doubt that the investiga-
tion of better-preserved fossils from Sumatra will lead to this result.

In Madura, Tertiary deposits occur which may be considered as a con-
tinuation of those of Java. The same peculiar rocks with Cycloclypeus
annulatus (Mart.) and C. Communis (Mart.) are met with in this island. The
coral limestone of Java is also found, and other rocks which agree entirely
with the Tertiary limestones of Djokyakarta, Samarang, and Kediri.

TRAVELS IN CENTRAL AFRICA.

An Abstract of DR. JUNKER'S Address to the Society, May 1887.

DR. JUNKER began by remarking that Scotland had always been deeply
interested in Africa, and he believed they had some knowledge of his
first journey in that country, from which he returned in 1878. That
night, however, he would deal only with his second journey, which
occupied seven years from 1879, and, commencing at Cairo, ended at
Zanzibar only in December last. His purpose was to give an outline of
his wanderings in the Equatorial Provinces of Africa, confining himself
chiefly to the events of the past few years. He wished principally to
treat of that region in which, at the present moment, Emin Pasha, with
his soldiers and a small band of officials, were patiently holding out till
the hour of deliverance arrived.

When he set out in January 1880, it was his purpose, he proceeded
to say, to explore the regions of the Welle', and to follow the stream as
far'as possible to the west, hoping to find a definite solution of the long
open question whether the Welle1, first discovered by Schweinfurth,
belonged to the Congo or to the Chad. As was his wont, he sent
messengers to the chief of the region to which he wished to go, to give
particulars of him (Dr. Junker), and to make a great point of the fact
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DK. JUNKER'S TRAVELS IN CENTRAL AFRICA. 359

that he travelled without any military escort. He never, he said, entered
the territory either of a powerful ruler or of the meanest chief without
first waiting for his messengers, who generally returned immediately with
those he (Dr. Junker) had previously despatched with small presents for
the chiefs. About the month of May he reached Ndoruma's territory,
and, with the aid of hundreds of labourers whom that chief provided,
he erected a number of good substantial huts, which he surrounded
with a high stockade as a protection against leopards, which abounded
in the neighbourhood. Negresses were often carried off by these
animals, generally when carrying water in the twilight.

Dr. Junker proceeded to narrate the difficulties under which hunting
was pursued in Central Africa. On account of the long growth of the
grass, travelling, during the rainy season, was rendered much more
difficult. The narrow footpaths made use of by the Negroes, and partly
trodden out by wild animals, were almost concealed by the rank grass.
In many journeys he had frequently been unable to see the man walking
immediately in front of him. For hours he had been compelled to
protect his eyes from the waving stalks with his lifted arm. In
December and January the grass became so dry that it could be burnt.
The extensive grass conflagrations were very sublime but terrible
spectacles.

After two months' residence at Ndoruma's, he resumed his journey
in August, with only twenty bearers, and the most necessary presents
for the Negro chiefs. During his stay at Ndoruma's he had put himself
on good terms with many of the chiefs, and he received permission to
pass through their territories. As early as January 1881 he was on the
way, by a new road to the south-west, to the Madi district. He obtained
a number of bearers with the greatest difficulty, and they afterwards
robbed him of a part of his goods, and abandoned him, so that for the
time he had to give up all thoughts of travelling in the direction he
wanted. Then followed two months of trouble in constructing huts in
the wilderness and in endeavouring to find provisions. At the end of
November 1881 he was able to execute his plan of leaving the Madi
country. Up to June 1882 he carried out various excursions in the
neighbourhood, and he met with a friendly reception from the powerful
Niam-Niam tribe.

Dr. Junker then explained various customs of tribes, including the
sacrifice of slaves taken in war. The Mangbattu chiefs, he said, were
always surrounded in council by their wives, some of whom used to come
to his (Dr. Junker's) evening fires, and join in the conversation. The
clothing of the women consisted of pieces of bark cloth, which, on sitting
down, they laid over their knees. The wives of the principal chiefs were
not so satisfied with this covering, and they had become in consequence
very ingenious: they had succeeded in learning how to paint their
bodies with geometrical lines, with regular squares, or large round spots
in every variety of design. The body of a Mangbattu woman of fashion
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360 DR. JUNKER'S TRAVELS IN CENTRAL AFRICA.

often was only to be compared to an inlaid floor painted in three colours,
and from time to time they •would discover new and startling patterns.
The toilet articles of a Mangbattu woman were very simple. They con-
sisted of a small pot of dark brown oil, two pieces of broken dish—one
containing red and another black colour, and some pieces of wood to lay
the colour on, and, finally, a few hair-pins, carved out of ivory, which
served as combs for their woolly hair. Besides painting their bodies—
which often took a long time, and required the help of other women—
they spent time in putting their hair into artificial knots over six inches
high. In patience and perseverance at the toilet the Mangbattu women
excelled their more civilised sisters.

Having related some hardships which he Underwent, Dr. Junker pro-
ceeded to say that in August 1882 he left for good the country south of
the Well6 river, and, travelling by a new way to the north, arrived in
December at another new station.

On his last tour, which continued till May 1883, Dr Junker travelled
first to the south-west and reached the Well6-Makua, and he explained
that during his stay in this region he frequently received letters from
Lupton Bey, telling him of sanguinary fights between his own troops and
the natives, who were subsequently reinforced by the Mahdi's troops from
Kordofan. Dr. Junker wished it to be known that sufficient credit had
not been given to Lupton Bey for the arduous fights which he made in
this district. He said that, at the same time, it was necessary to excuse
the public for their want of knowledge, because no news had penetrated
from that part, and he himself was the last European who had come
to Europe from the Central Provinces which once belonged to Egypt.
Lupton Bey wrote at one time that he believed he had conquered the
insurgents. On one occasion he lost 500 men, the rebels nearly 2000.

Dr. Junker had intended to finish his journey and to return to
Khartum. He was, however, compelled, on the 16th November, to
strike to the east, and he reached Emin Pasha at Lado in January 1884.
From that time up to March 1886 no news of the events in the Sudan
had reached them, though several threatening letters were received from
the Mahdi's people. In vain he waited at Lado for a steamer, and, on
account of the disaffection amongst the natives, Emin Pasha concentrated
his troops nearer his headquarters. Many letters were here received by
Dr. Junker from Lupton Bey, in which the latter spoke confidently of his
successes against the rebels. In one letter Lupton spoke of the advance
of the Mahdi's army, and requested that, if he fell, his remembrance should
be sent to those dear to him. For some months they heard nothing more
of the Mahdi's forces, but once again letters reached Emin, and threaten-
ing letters were sent to various people in his province. At that time he
(Dr Junker) had gone southward. In April he received news from Emin
that the station of Amadi was taken, and that a part of the garrison had
been killed; and, subsequently, the news was repeated, with the state-
ment that a part of the garrison had cut their,way to Makraka.
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DR. JUNKER'S TRAVELS IN CENTRAL AFRICA. 361

At this point Dr Junker incorporated in his address an important
letter from the Mahdi, containing an account of what took place at the
fall of Khartum. The letter was in tenor as follows :—

" From God's devoted servant, Mahomet Achmet-el-Mahdi, to his dear
friend and representative, Keremallah Shech-el-Mahomet, Governor o
the Bahr-el-Ghazal Province and Hat-el-Estiva. Receive from him many
greetings and the mercy of God, the All-merciful and All-pitiful. The
town of Khartum has been taken through the help of the troops of the
Faith, who, early in the morning, advanced in strength. In about half
an hour there befell their enemies the fate appointed for them. They
were destroyed to the last man. They sought safety by entering into
courtyards and closing the gates. Our army followed them, and killed
them with the sword and pierced them with the lance, so that lamenta-
tions were heard loud, and weeping increased, and they were all subdued.
Then they laid hold of the rest who had shut their doors from fear at the
approach of harm, and took them captive; but there remained of them
only a few women and children. And the enemy of God (Gordon) was
also slain. Notwithstanding that we had asked him again and again to
do that which was right, he refused, and as he had lived in his crimes, so
he died in them, without repentance, and was sent by our swords to the
place of fire, which he had deserved from the beginning. And may the
same fire consume all those who do that which is not jight, and who do
not follow the dictates of El Mahdi—all hail to him !—and to those who
obey him, the pleasures of Paradise be for evermore."

The Mahdists, proceeded Dr. Junker, were daily expected before
Lado, but after being heavily defeated at Eimo they retreated, and Emin
Pasha's province was no longer molested by their attacks.

Dr. Junker then described how he reached Zanzibar through Uganda,
and in this connection took the opportunity of thanking in public the
missionary Mr. A. M. Mackay, in his native country, for all the kindness
he had extended to him (Dr. Junker) during the month and a half he
shared his hospitality at the Church Missionary Society's station. In
conclusion, he said he was sure they would all share his heartfelt wish for
the prosperous and speedy issue of Mr. Stanley's expedition for the
relief of Emin Pasha.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

EUROPE.

Fluctuations in the Level of the Oder.—In the Jahresbericht des Vereins fwr
Erdkunde zu Stettin for 1886, E. F. Tank publishes the mean, maximum, and
minimum height of the Oder, for every month from January 1818 to December
1885, as observed on the water-gauge at Stettin. The greatest difference
of level on record is 277 centimetres, or 9 feet 1 inch ; the highest recorded
reading was 264 centimetres of the gauge, in May 1785 ; the lowest, 13 below
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